Scan-based debug methods give high observability of internal signals, however, they require halting the system to scan out responses from the circuit-under-debug (CUD) 
Introduction
As technology advances, larger and denser devices are being manufactured with shorter time to market requirements. Identifying and resolving problems in integrated circuits (ICs) are the main focus of the pre-silicon and post-silicon debug process. As indicated in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [ITRS 05 ], post-silicon debug is a major time consuming challenge that has significant impact on the development cycle of a new chip.
Trace buffers are commonly used to capture data from some select signals to aid in the debug process [Abramovici 06 ], [Anis 07a , 07b], [Hopkins 06 ], [Yang 08] . They provide atspeed signal capture capability over a number of clock cycles which enhances the observability of the internal signals. More information for silicon debug can be achieved by using compression techniques which further improve the visibility for the debug process. However, trace buffer based debug techniques have limited capability due to limited on-chip storage space. The number of signals that are observed and the number of clock cycles over which the signal information is available is limited with trace buffers. The information provided by the trace buffer may not be sufficient to find both temporal (when) and spatial (where) information for failures in the silicon using only trace buffers.
Scan chains are used to support manufacturing testing and can be reused for post-silicon debug to increase debug capability [Carbine 97 ], [Hopkins 06 ], [Gu 06 ]. Scan dumps give high observability of internal signals and states after the occurrence of a triggering event. Scan dumps play a key role in binary search based debug [Yen 06 ] for observing the state of the circuit-under-debug (CUD). Binary search based debug involves iteratively dividing the search space in half until the first cycle that the error is activated and observed is found. In [Vermeulen 02 ], methods for using scan chains to further increase observability were introduced. Hardware debug modules integrated with scan chains are added to a chip and provide the capability to start, stop, reactivate, or single step execute the debug process with the scan chain values being delivered through the IEEE 1149.1 standard test access port (TAP). The drawback of binary search based debug is that it can require a large number of debug sessions to find the first failing cycle where each session requires halting the system to perform a scan dump.
Shadow flip-flops or latches are often used to provide a non-destructive scan out capability that preserves the existing system state. Many systems are fully scannable with nondestructive capability which is helpful for both test and debug [Carbine 97 ], [Vermeulen 02 ], [Kuppuswamy 04] . Note that while the system is running, shadow flip-flops or latches are not used for system operation. This fact is exploited in the work.
In this paper, we propose a new debug technique based on reusing non-destructive scan chains. The shadow flip-flops are configured to operate as multiple-input signature registers (MISRs) during system operation. The shadow flip-flops normally do not perform any function when the system operates, however, in the proposed method they are formed into multiple MISRs to enhance silicon debug capability. Compressed information from the multiple MISRs is monitored periodically with externally provided data to identify erroneous behavior. The MISRs are constructed based on structural information of the circuit to maximize their debug efficiency. A three step debug process is used to zero in on the first failing clock cycle trying to minimize the number of scan dumps. By providing high observability of the system state without the need for scan dumps, the proposed method can detect erroneous behavior far earlier than conventional debug methods can. In addition, we propose a debug method to bypass errors which can facilitate downstream debug. Because the presence of a bug may prohibit accurate downstream debug, a faulty response replacement or data masking method may be needed to assist in validating a system. Sec. 2 describes how to configure multiple MISRs using non-destructive scan chains. Sec. 3 describes the features of the three step debug process, and Sec. 4 describes an error bypassing method, Sec. 5 shows the experimental results, and Sec. 6 concludes this paper.
Procedure for Configuring Multiple MISRs
Scan based debug gives greater observability than trace buffer based debug [Anis 07a, 07b], [Yang 08 ], however, observing the system state requires halting the system to perform the scan dump and hence is not suitable for at-speed debug [Hopkins 06 ]. It may take many cycles for an error in the system to propagate to a primary output where it can be observed, so there can be a long time gap between from when a bug is invoked and to when it is visible. Due to this latency, it can be time consuming to find the root cause of errors using only a scan dump based debug methodology.
As described in [Gu 02 ] and [Vermeulen 02 ], there have been several techniques proposed to reuse DFT logic for silicon debug. In this paper, conventional scan chains with non-destructive scan out capability are reused and configured to operate as a set of MISRs. A periodic checking scheme is proposed to monitor the states of a system without scan dumps. The MISRs configured from the shadow flip-flops in scan chains keep compacting the system state and linear compactors further compress the MISR signatures to greatly reduce the volume of debug data. By having only a very small amount of highly compressed data which represents the system state, it is possible to monitor this data and detect any misbehavior in the circuit much earlier than when it would normally become functionally observable at the chip pins. Structural information is used to configure the multiple MISRs in a way that helps to more rapidly diagnose the root cause of the erroneous behavior. By carefully configuring the MISR signatures, it is possible to extract spatial information about where the error is originating from. MISRs is based on this logic cone analysis. If only a single large MISR was constructed, it would require long wires to generate the feedbacks and may cause other issues related to the physical design. Partitioning the flip-flops into multiple MISRs addresses this problem and can also be used to spatially isolate the candidate error sites to speed up the debug process. The proposed approach is based on partitioning scan cells that are the most structurally related in the design together in the same MISR. This helps to minimize routing of the MISRs as well as maximize spatial diagnosis capability by reducing the probability that an error propagates to multiple MISRs.
In the proposed approach, the MISRs are configured using a graph that represents the degree of logic cone overlap between different flip-flops. In Fig. 2 , each node corresponds to a flip-flop in Fig. 1 . The weight on the edges corresponds to the amount of logic cone overlap between the logic cones of the corresponding nodes measured in terms of the number of gates that are shared between the two cones. For example, the logic cone driving flip-flop A overlaps with cones of B and C, and the degree of overlap is 20 and 10, respectively. MISRs are generated using an initial clustering procedure followed by an iterative merge & update procedure. The details of algorithm are described in the following subsections. 
Initial Clustering Procedure
There are two inputs to the initial clustering procedure, one is the number of MISRs, n, and the other is the minimum size of a MISR, m, which determines the minimum aliasing probability. The initial clustering procedure select n clusters of the m most overlapped logic cones in each. The edge with the largest weight is selected as a starting point for the first cluster. Because the weight represents the logic cone overlap size, the largest weight has a higher probability of error propagation to both cones assuming that the functional and electrical bugs occur with Gaussian distribution. For the same reason, if there are equal size overlaps, the flip-flop driven by the largest logic cone and its neighbor flip-flop are selected. Therefore, the edge between node C and D is selected from Fig. 3(a) , and node C and D are merged to begin constructing the first MISR (dashed circle in Fig. 3(a) ).
The graph is updated after the nodes are merged. Nodes which are merged generate a composite node in a graph. From Fig. 3(b) , since the node C and D are merged, they form a new node and the edge weights are updated. Additional nodes are added to the cluster in a greedy fashion by selecting the edge with the largest weight attached to the current cluster until the size of the cluster reaches m which ensures a certain minimum aliasing probability for the MISR. This process is repeated to create the n initial clusters. 
Merge & Update Procedure
Once the initial clusters have been constructed, a merge & update procedure is iteratively performed to merge the remaining nodes together using the largest weight on an edge at each step. At the conclusion of the procedure, all the nodes will have been added to the initial clusters to form the n MISRs. In the merge & update process, since G and F have the largest weight edge, the second cluster is generated in Fig. 4(a) . The iterative process merges node B into the second cluster.
In this small example, assume that the number of MISRs is 2, n = 2, and the minimum size of a MISR is 3, m= 3. The initial clustering procedure generates two clusters each with three nodes, A,C,D and E,F,G, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . In Fig. 5(c) , the final node B is merged with node A,C,D since it has more overlap with that cluster, and the two MISRs are finally generated. 
Three Step Debug Process
Scan-based debug methods give high observability of internal signals by shifting out the internal state values. Conventional scan-based debug needs to stop the system to get the information from the CUD. Checking the internal states by scan dumps is a very time consuming task. If a large number of scan dumps is required, this may be an unattractive way of validating a chip. In Sec. 2, a procedure for constructing multiple MISRs is proposed. The MISRs keep compacting the internal state such that erroneous circuit responses will easily corrupt the MISR signatures. Therefore, if the erroneous input comes into the MISRs, although the internal states cannot be read out, the MISR signatures still provide a way to identify the error. In this section, we propose a technique to utilize the internal state information without scanning out the data via scan chains when they have non-destructive capability. A three step debug process is used to zero in on the first erroneous clock cycle. In the first step, single parity information is generated at every clock cycle for periodic monitoring. In the second step, more parity information is stored in a trace buffer to zoom in closer to the failing clock cycle. In the third step, MISR signatures are stored and checked so that the first erroneous cycle can be identified.
Step One : Checking Intermediate Parity
After configuring the MISR as described in Sec. 2, the MISRs are used to generate the signatures by compacting the outputs of the logic cones driving it. Linear compaction hardware is used to generate a single parity bit for each MISR signature. This can be done by XORing some subset of the flip-flops in the MISR. XORing the parities of the MISRs generates a single parity bit which represents the entire system state. Fig. 6 . shows the logic cones with the MISRs and linear compaction circuits (which are simply XOR networks). The composite parity generated by combing the MISR parities is monitored periodically to identify erroneous behavior. It is compared with an externally provided golden parity from off-chip (either checked with an ATE or checked with data stored in some external memory). The periodic parity checking allows at-speed debug with far less volume than the conventional scan-based debug. Conventional scan-based debug requires to stopping the system to perform a scan dump and thus periodic monitoring is not feasible. The monitoring period is determined by the relationship between the system and the automatic test equipment (ATE) operating speed (or the speed of the external memory). Since the system typically runs internally at a higher frequency than the ATE does, the ATE can ideally check a golden parity bit at a period equal to the ratio of the internal chip clock rate to the ATE clock rate, i.e., frequency of chip / frequency of ATE. For example, if a chip operates at 3GHz and the ATE runs at 100MHz, the ideal monitoring period is 30 cycles.
Periodic real-time parity monitoring checks the highly compacted circuit response which is represented as a single parity bit and can detect the first erroneous clock cycle within some limited latency which depends on the frequency of the monitoring and the degree of aliasing. The debug session can be stopped when the first mismatching parity is found instead of waiting until the system fails in a functionally observable manner. Since only a single highly compacted bit is being monitored, aliasing is an issue. An even number of error bits will cause parity to alias and hence periodic monitoring would fail to detect a faulty state. However, because the MISRs continue to compact a corrupted signature after the first error, the cumulative aliasing probability exponentially decreases. The probability of 10 consecutive aliases when monitoring the parity is 1/2 10 which is 1 in a thousand. In addition to monitoring the parity, the proposed approach also involves storing the parity information in a trace buffer at every clock cycle. When the trace buffer gets full, the older data is overwritten so that when the period monitoring halts the debug session, the trace buffer contains the running history of the parity information for the most recent clock cycles. Even though there may be aliasing, the parity history is stored and can be used to find earlier erroneous cycles than the periodic monitoring did. If a 512 Byte trace buffer is used with a 500 cycle monitoring period (one check every 500 clock cycles), then the trace buffer has the history of last 8 monitoring periods. This can be used to more closely zero in on the first erroneous cycle and significantly reduces the debug search space.
Step Two : Storing Parity of MISRs
Periodic parity monitoring reduces the the range of cycles over which more careful debug is needed. Moreover, since the trace buffer contents provide cycle by cycle information, the first erroneous clock cycle can be approximated with even better clock resolution. This helps to find the neighborhood of the first erroneous clock cycle, however, it may not be able to zero in on the exact clock cycle since the parities stored in the trace buffer also have aliasing issues for even bit errors.
In step two, the parities of the MISRs are used to provide more specific information for identifying the first erroneous clock cycle as well as spatial information on where the error originates. By looking at the parity of each MISR signature and identifying which ones contain errors, information about which logic cones the errors are getting generated in can be deduced.
The periodic monitoring isolates the error to a small range and allows the debug process to be halted at that point. Periodic monitoring is not required in step two. The parities of the MISRs are stored in the trace buffer from a trigger point based on the information obtain in step one about the rough location of the first error. The triggering can be implemented similar to the internal breakpoint mechanism used in [Cabrine 97], [Anis 07a, 07b] . When the debug session stops, the trace buffer will contain each MISR's parity information for the last set of clock cycles. The number of cycles worth of data will be equal to size of trace buffer/ number of MISRs.
Step Three : Storing MISR signatures
After steps one and two, the search space for the first erroneous clock cycle is significantly reduced and some spatial information is available. However, the first erroneous clock cycle is not precisely known due to aliasing uncertainty. It is necessary to shift out MISR signatures and compare them with golden signatures to find the first corrupted signature. Scan dumps are only required in step three and only a small number of MISR signature scan outs are required. The volume of debug data can be reduced in comparison to full scan dumps. For example, if the first MISR signature is corrupted while the second MISR signature is clean in Fig. 6 , the second MISR signature does not need to be investigated at the next scan out. A programmable counter can be used and only the MISR signatures of interest need to be compared to reduce the debug effort. In comparison, binary search based debug requires performing a full scan dump at every iteration.
When the first mismatching signature is found, it provides spatial diagnostic information as well because the MISRs are configured using structural information as described in Sec. 2. Multiple MISRs divide the logic cones into multiple regions and aids the debug process. Logic cones that are driving fault-free MISRs can be pruned out to reduce the space of possible root causes.
Error Bypassing
One difficult aspect of silicon debug is how to bypass errors in order to continue searching for additional bugs after the first bug is found. In a finite state machine (FSM), the state transition depends on the previous state and the circuit inputs. If a faulty response is found, the downstream state transitions are not guaranteed to follow the expected transitions. This makes downstream debug inefficient. A benefit of using scan chains is the accessibility to internal flip-flops. If the first bug in a design is detected and diagnosed, the downstream debug process needs to be able to continue to find additional bugs in a system. Using the proposed approach to precisely identify the first erroneous clock cycle, it is possible to determine what the correct state values should be from either simulation or emulation. By utilizing this information, golden values can be shifted in through the scan chains to return the system to the correct state and facilitate downstream debug. Because the system can be rerun with bypassing of the erroneous state, periodic monitoring can now be used to catch other bugs.
Experimental Results
The debug method proposed here tries to detect errors early on and thereby reduce the search space and number of debug sessions. Experiments were performed on the larger ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits [Brglez 89 ] and OpenRisc processor [OR1200] . Random faults were injected in the benchmark circuits and random input patterns were applied. MISRs were configured using the algorithm in Sec. 2 and the parity information was periodically monitored. The results obtained are shown in Table 1 . The first and second columns show the circuit name and the number of scan elements. The third column indicates the first clock cycle in which an error becomes functionally observable at a primary output. The next three columns show the first clock cycle that the error is identified using the methods described in Secs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively. The last column shows the number of scan outs required to precisely identify the first erroneous clock cycle. The simulation results show that periodic monitoring detects the erroneous behavior quite close to the first erroneous clock cycle and that using the parities of the MISRs help give more precise information. Hence, very few scan outs are required. Table 2 shows a comparison in terms of the number of debug sessions required using the proposed method and conventional binary search for the same designs and faults as in Table 1 . The conventional binary search based debug is initiated when the errors are functionally observable at the primary outputs of the circuit, and it uses scan dumps to check the state of a system at the end of each debug session. However, with the proposed method, the three step process requires only 3 debug sessions and only a few number of scan dumps. MISR signatures can be stored in a trace buffer without additional debug sessions. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new debug technique using a three step process is proposed to zero in the first erroneous clock cycle using a small number of scan dumps. By using conventional scan chains with non-destructive scan out capability, multiple MISRs can be configured to provide high observability with periodic monitoring. Note that the proposed scheme can also be selectively applied to only part of a design, e.g., for newly implemented and unverified design blocks or parts of a design where bugs are more likely to originate from. The scan chains can also used to restore the system state with golden values to facilitate downstream debug.
